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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

8-6-14 One of the tasks the human brain best performs is
identifying with 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Who Would
Have Made your Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet! Yale Key
West Med School built on a Eiffel Tower Structure!!
8-6-14 Wars in Afghanistan, Gaza Keep George Orwell II on
the War Path unable too achieve that Level of sophistication
to Build a high tech Med School in Key West, Gaza, etc. And
pay Medical Students not Afghanistan Soldiers! Evaluate
paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality of
training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.” 1 Million
mercenaries get paid $1 Trillion! Paying Medical Students
would get 1 Trillion High Tech Fighter Jet medical
inventions + discoveries. Pentagon will pay Mercenaries $1
Trillion again in 2015 unless.... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat is
successful!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
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8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today in its New Search Engine for the Paper. I search for a
reason why, that "George Orwell II" does not want you who
buy lotto tickets to start using your time to inventsomething.

8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today - influencing attitudes about that search for a Nobel
Invention when the NY Times refused to pre-load 1,001 iApps
and links to make you a Inventor!
8-6-14 Killing of American general stirs new fears US leaving
Afghanistan 'short of the ... utopia Victory! Killing of 1,001
Invention Projects on the NY times web page stirs fears the NY
Times tomorrow will report the Afghanistan soldier who shot
the general will still get paid for that day...

8-6-14 Get Paid by the USA to be an Afghanistan soldier,
that pretty well kills off the idea of paying Medical Students
same as Cadats at West Point are paid... pay USA inventors
after the NY Times does its Fix 8.2 pre-loading spelled out
1,001 invention projects with links to click on.
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today... What kind of Leader would do this? One who built a
Casino instead of a Yale Key West Medical School. Who is
George Orwell II... I hope I find out soon as sleeping in my
1999 Ford Escort is stifling my getting the Rx Overnight
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer... put it in the water if it
works!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today, Killing of Inventors by Bill + Melinda Gates with Win
8.2 fix...

8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today. In the news the NY Times is letting paid readers
SEARCH... NY Times Trillions of articles when you should
really be searching the New England Journal of Medicine for
Medical Inventions. 1,001 Medical Inventions will be posted
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Medical Inventions. 1,001 Medical Inventions will be posted
on this web soon!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today... like Bill + Melinda Gates failed to pre-load 1,001
invention projects for you to have inventions to search for.

8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today. "People are somewhat overwhelmed when presented
with the entire archive like, 'Here's 11 million articles. Go
find what you want,'" said Evan Sandhaus, who is the
director of search, archives, and semantics at the Times. "We
thought there would be a real need to sort of guide people
into the archive." One way to do that, he told me, was to add
a search function that's linked to The New York Times Index,
pre-load 1,001 invention projects for you to have inventions
to search for.
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today. "People are somewhat overwhelmed when presented
with the entire archive like, 'Here's 11 million articles. Go
find what you want,'" said Evan Sandhaus, People are
somewhat overwhelmed when presented with the pre-load
1,001 invention projects for you to have inventions to search
for....
8-6-14 Killing of American general stirs new fears US leaving
Afghanistan 'short of the ... utopia Victory!
8-6-14 Killing for "Greed" for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues
would have infected all the Generals ("Who Would Have!!!)
Made Your Junker Car Feel Like a Fighter Jet. utopia Car!
Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort... utopia!!

8-6-14 Killing of 10,000 American Lt's by Army PFC's in
Vietnam didn't stirs any fears US leaving short of the time...
for a Vietnam utopia!!
8-6-14 Killing of 19K SWF American's in 2014 stirs new fears
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8-6-14 Killing of 19K SWF American's in 2014 stirs new fears
"Big Brother 1984 II" is selling Women Short. Murder in a
utopia, torturing and killing people while adding up the
$777 Trillion in $4 gas!
8-6-14 Killing of 40K American's via Breast Cancer in 2014
in general stirs new fears US left these women to die for War's
Addiction in Afghanistan 'short her on the ... 52 Nearest
Stars too
8-6-14 Killing of Mary Kennedy by Robert Kennedy Jr. who
was in the process of "shooting up" heroin, instead of being a
"Hero" for Mary. Robert Kennedy's addiction to herion for
decades left him "Brain Dead" to Loving his wife Mary!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today... search the NY Times + the New England Journal of
Medicine for Mary Kennedy, women who were tortured by
their husband into hanging them selves in the barn and if
anyone wanted to bring murder charges to the husband.
Has anyone made a movie of this Plot? Mary B. would make
Mary Kennedy dramatic when she makes the Movie Titles.
"Robert Kennedy Jr. Hangs Mary in Kennedy Barn" wow!
Revenge on the murderer...

8-6-14 Killing of Mary Kennedy is not counted as "Murder" so
we are short of the... real world total. GRASSY KEY -- A man
was in the process of "shooting up" heroin when Monroe
County Sheriff's Office detectives raided a home that turned
up 21 grams of the drug in 45 bags, according to a press...
Police didn't search Mary Kennedy's home for Murder
Evidence...
8-6-14 Killing of Mary Kennedy...for any researchers, they
will have to travel great distances to access remote
collections. Too much valuable information remains
isolated to print, unlinked to related resources and
collections like Police, FBI, CIA data base to search, NY Times
needs to write this up, grin!!
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
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today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today

8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today. New York Times Today Paid $$$ subscribers can
explore millions of pages of past newspapers—is actually a
pretty big change.
Please search invent, inventor, invent something...
8-6-14 Killing of 1,001 Invention Projects by the NY Times
today
8-6-14 Please search invent, inventor, invent something...
New York Times Today Paid $$$ subscribers can explore
millions of pages of past newspapers—is actually a pretty big
change.
8-6-14

8-6-14
8-6-14
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8-6-14
8-6-14 One of the tasks the human brain best performs is
identifying with a Pentagon General who would make your
1999 Ford Escort Junker feel and act like a Fighter Jet! No
Head on Collisions iApp... no gasoline!
8-6-14 One of the tasks the human brain best performs is
identifying with 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Who Would
Have Made your Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet!
iPad with built in iPhone7s... Dash Dropcam Cops direct
traffic, you if you are the one cutting in and out of traffic...
School children typically are unaware of neuroscience as an
emerging field "that involves medicine, biology,
engineering, a whole range of disciplines that come
together," he says. "Increasing their sophistication and tools
in this discipline early will be a hallmark of the next
generation of brain scientists."
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After the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is HERE... 4 USA MD
Wives Coup D'Etat... Will Make your Hospital Feel Like a
Fighter Jet.
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital scientists have
discovered an enzyme that regulates production of the
toxins that contribute to potentially life-threatening
Staphylococcus aureus infections. The study recently
appeared in the scientific journal the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
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of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
Researchers also showed that the same enzyme allows
Staphylococcus aureus to use fatty acids acquired from the
infected individual to make the membrane that bacteria
need to grow and flourish. The results provide a promising
focus for efforts to develop a much-needed new class of
antibiotics to combat staph and other Gram-positive
infections. Staphylococcus aureus is the most common cause
of staph infections, including methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), the drug-resistant infection
that is a growing problem in hospitals.
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
"Staphylococcus aureus is a clear and present danger to
patients worldwide," said corresponding author Charles
Rock, Ph.D., a member of the St. Jude Department of
Infectious Diseases. "We set out to answer a long-standing
question about bacterial membrane biochemistry and
discovered a master regulator of the virulence factors that
make staph infections so destructive and dangerous. The
pathway we identified offers an exciting new target for
antibiotic drug development."
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
Virulence factors include dozens of proteins that bacteria
make and secrete. The factors cause many symptoms and
infection-related problems, including destruction of cells
and tissue, and evasion of the immune system.
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
The enzyme Rock and his colleagues discovered is fatty acid
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The enzyme Rock and his colleagues discovered is fatty acid
kinase (FAK). Researchers showed that FAK is formed by the
proteins FakA and FakB1 or FakB2. Scientists demonstrated
how FakA and FakB work together to replace fatty acids in
the bacterial membrane with fatty acids from the person
infected.
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
Fatty acids are a key component of the phospholipids that
make up a significant part of the bacterial membrane.
Bacteria produce their own fatty acids, but some, including
Staphylococcus aureus, can also borrow from their host,
which reduces the demands on bacteria to make their own.
Until now, however, the enzyme used to incorporate host
fatty acids was unknown.
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
Researchers showed that different genes carry instructions
for making the FAK proteins. Loss of the genes disrupted the
ability of bacteria to incorporate host fatty acids into the
bacterial membrane. "The big surprise was that loss of these
genes also impacted production of virulence factors," Rock
said. "The mutant Staphylococcus aureus did not make the
proteins responsible for many of the symptoms caused by these
infections."
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
Earlier research from Rock hinted at a connection between
fatty acid synthesis and production of virulence factors, but
this study is the first to establish the biochemical link and
identify the mechanism involved. Evidence suggests that FAK
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identify the mechanism involved. Evidence suggests that FAK
functions in the transcriptional regulation of virulence
factor production, switching on genes that carry
instructions for making the proteins. "In fact, FAK's primary
role in bacteria might be as a transcriptional regulator,"
Rock said.
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
Researchers also detailed how FAK handles its duties related
to membrane phospholipids. FakA includes the kinase
domain, which allows the protein to function as an enzyme.
FakB1 binds saturated fatty acids while FakB2 prefers
unsaturated fatty acids.
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
When FakA interacts with either FakB1 or FakB2 a phosphate
is transferred onto the FakB fatty acid, producing acyl phosphate, a chemical intermediate not found in humans.
The acyl-phosphate is used as a substitute for fatty acids
normally made by the bacteria.
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.

Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
The paper's first author is Josh Parsons, Ph.D., a postdoctoral
fellow in Rock's laboratory. The other authors are Tyler
Broussard, Jason Rosch, Pamela Jackson and Chitra
Subramanian, all of St. Jude; and Jeffrey Bose, of the
University of Kansas, Kansas City.
Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
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Evaluate paying Medical Students vs evaluating the quality
of training of the mercenary army of Afghanistan.
8-5-14 U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car
Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort... Your 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel
and be as High Tech as a Fighter Jet!!
8-5-14 Apple-Starbucks Stores besides the "Obvious +
Unambiguous" They will Feel like a Fighter Jet in their High
Tech Coffee + MacBook Air high tech, like being at Berkeley
in the 1970's, grin!
8-5-14 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Would Have Made your
Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet, even more high tech apps
than the Pentagons latest Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets and their
"Idiot" Pilots in need of a high paying job fired 1 Trillion
Missiles at these ElectricWindmillCar Era Hospitals. UN is on
the Take, so it will be destroyed and a High Tech Yale Med
School Hospital built on the site the UN sold U.S Generals out!
Then sold its Soul to $4 gasoline! Eiffel Tower Structure in
Memory of the French Oil Company Total that let the French
Ruling Class Destroy Life on Earth suppressing the
ElectricWindmillFord Escorts from 1980 to 2014.

8-5-14 "U.S. General Is Reportedly Killed by an Afghan
Soldier" By MATTHEW ROSENBERG and HARIS KAKAR.
8-5-14 U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) been at home working
on an ElectricWindmillFord Escort if they would not have
been suppressed by Carter + Kennedy + Bush + Clinton!!!

8-5-14 U.S. Generals were killed in Vietnam by American
Soldiers, By the thousands Lt's were Killed.

8-5-14 U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car
Feel Like a Fighter Jet.
8-5-14 U.S. Generals in this 1984 II Era kill by not calling
Navy Seals 19K American Women in 2014.
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Navy Seals 19K American Women in 2014.
8-5-14 U.S. Generals who are MD's have no strong-minded
intension to Win A Nobel for "Peace" as in 19K SWF's
murdered by a drunk man in 2014... General dreams he won
the Nobel, Zero SWF's murdered in 2015.
8-5-14 U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car
Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort... Your 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel
and be as High Tech as a Fighter Jet!!
8-5-14 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Would Have Made your
Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet, even more high tech apps
than the Pentagons latest Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets and their
"Idiot" Pilots in need of a high paying job fired 1 Trillion
Missiles at these ElectricWindmillCar Era Hospitals.
8-5-14 U.S. Generals let the "Homeless live" License to Kill 007
was not given OK by the Top Brass if it was Mecca would have
the photo of Homeless Men in Mecca pushing a shopping cart.
Pentagon should be demolished and a Yale Medical School
high tech one built were the Pentagon sold out to Mecca!
Wealth gap is slowing US economic growth... In this photo, a
homeless man pushes a shopping cart full of his belongings
across an intersection in the Skid Row area of Los Angeles.
Today 8-5-14 All People in LA would be richer than all the
People in Mecca are Today... This is a War Crime by the
Pentagon!
8-5-14 U.S. Generals let the "Health Insurance Less Die!"
Tomorrow's High Tech MD Women Coup Leaders will have
everyone in the USA scanned at Publix + Whole Foods Grocery
store and if the Pentagon still exists in 2020 no one would
come to work sick at the Pentagon or with syphilis on the
Brain! Grin! STD's made public! Yale Law will finally be able
to sue you for giving her the clap... Online medical record
network coming soon to California... SAN FRANCISCO -- Two
of California's biggest health insurers - rivals Blue Shield of
California and Anthem Blue Cross - announced plans
Tuesday to create what will likely be the largest healthinformation sharing network in the country. Everyone at
Kaiser will get a Cell at Leavenworth Federal Prison while
Greg and MD wifes brainstorm over and over the Cancer Cell.
Which Kaiser suppressed, and this is a crime to stop someone
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Which Kaiser suppressed, and this is a crime to stop someone
from getting the cure for cancer!

8-5-14 U.S. Generals strong-minded intentions are to win the
Lotto...
8-5-14 U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car
Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort... Your 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel
and be as High Tech as a Fighter Jet!! Strong-Minded iApps
for your Fighter Jet Car!
8-5-14 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Would Have Made your
Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet, even more high tech apps
than the Pentagons latest Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets and their
"Idiot" Pilots in need of a high paying job fired 1 Trillion
Missiles at these ElectricWindmillCar Era Hospitals.

8-5-14 U.S. "Gaza War Strains Relations Between U.S. and
Israel"By MARK LANDLER, Gaza Yale Medical School built on
an Eiffel Tower structure Strains Relations Between God, 777
Trillion Galaxies, Infinite Space!

8-5-14 U.S. Shakespeare the Authoritarian.... Generals
("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car Feel Like a Fighter
Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Your 2014
ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel and be as High Tech
as a Fighter Jet!!
8-5-14 U.S. Insider Trading, Gates cashes out another 20M
Microsoft shares for $882M... after Tim Cook makes the
Headlines for Buying Starbucks, Gates 20M shares will be
worth $20 dollars. Grin!!
8-5-14 U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car
Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort... Your 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel
and be as High Tech as a Fighter Jet!!
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8-5-14 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Would Have Made your
Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet, even more high tech apps
than the Pentagons latest Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets and their
"Idiot" Pilots in need of a high paying job fired 1 Trillion
Missiles at these ElectricWindmillCar Era Hospitals.
8-5-14 U.S. "Google Removes 'Bomb Gaza' Game From Play
Store "The company has removed several other games related
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in recent days, claiming
they violate the Google Play store's policies.

8-5-14 U.S. "Google Removes 'Bomb Gaza' Game
8-5-14 U.S. "Google Removes 52 Pick-Up no not the cards, Pick
up on the 52 Nearest Stars in more detail than you could
calculate in several lifetimes!
8-5-14 U.S. and Smoggy Beijing to ban coal use. Beijing will
ban coal sales and use in its six main districts and other
regions by the end of 2020 to cut air pollution, local
authorities said on Monday. Xinhua News Agency, China
authorities said they will not mention the Saint Jude
Childhood Cancer Hospitals in 6 districts and other regions.
china authorities said they will not commit suicide by
confessing up to the on going Holocaust II from Poison Gas
Exhaust that China Authorities sold out the
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 for kickbacks from $777 Trillion
in Oil Revenues.
8-5-14 China Generals in charge of high tech cars will all
hang together standing on top of a electricwindmillFord
Escort. U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car
Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort... Your 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel
and be as High Tech as a Fighter Jet!!
8-5-14 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Would Have Made your
Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet, even more high tech apps
than the Pentagons latest Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets and their
"Idiot" Pilots in need of a high paying job fired 1 Trillion
Missiles at these ElectricWindmillCar Era Hospitals.
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Missiles at these ElectricWindmillCar Era Hospitals.

8-5-14 U.S. Obama, Kerry, McCain, Hillary did "Dirty Tricks
In the Air" to... Karachi's air heavily polluted with lead,
cadmium and carbon monoxide. Karachi's air is polluted
with high levels of lead and cadmium that pose a grave risk
to public health, says a recent study that also points out that
the average concentration of these trace metals found in
residential areas of Karachi is higher than those found in
Delhi and Beijing.
8-5-14 Karachi Generals will get 72 gasoline cars in Heaven
not 72 virgins! U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your
Junker Car Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980
ElectricWindmillFord Escort... Your 2014
ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel and be as High Tech
as a Fighter Jet!
8-5-14 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Would Have Made your
Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet, even more high tech apps
than the Pentagons latest Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets and their
"Idiot" Pilots in need of a high paying job fired 1 Trillion
Missiles at these ElectricWindmillCar Era Hospitals.
8-5-14 U.S. General George Orwell II Throttling of 1,001
Invention Projects and iApps pre-loading in notebook
computers suppressed 1 Trillion New Inventions! Verizon
Defends Data Throttling Policy. Verizon tossed the ball back
into the FCC's court. Orwellian Court?
8-5-14 U.S. General

8-4-14 Mission Impossible... The Movie Mission Impossible IV
"4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!"
8-5-14 U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car
Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
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Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort... Your 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel
and be as High Tech as a Fighter Jet!!
8-4-14 Apple-Starbucks Stores besides the "Obvious +
Unambiguous" there will not be any more writing with a
black marker on cups, I am positive Tim Cook will have an
iApp for this.... Grin!
8-5-14 4 USA MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Would Have Made your
Hospital Feel Like a Fighter Jet, even more high tech apps
than the Pentagons latest Fighter Jets. Fighter Jets and their
"Idiot" Pilots in need of a high paying job fired 1 Trillion
Missiles at these ElectricWindmillCar Era Hospitals.
8-4-14 Apple-Starbucks, Will give Tim Cook a "Stimulus" for
Don't Eat Lunch Meat... every chemical formula they could
imagine is spelled out in Tim Cooks iApp and they see this
meat going through every organ in their body as a chemical
formula... Every year 8,800 people are diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer in the UK. Just over three per cent of
people diagnosed with the disease will survive for five years
or more.
8-4-14 Mission Impossible... "A Most Wanted Man" Movie is
about $777 Trillion dollars going to Mecca. OK the money
going to all the Mosque under control of Mecca. $10 million
to each of 10 different Mosque Charities. Bush walking hand
in hand at his Texas Ranch with the Saudi Prince. This is the
Real World as Yale Students would say and Bush did too
once a long time ago is the Prince Bush was holding hands
with DID give 10 different Mecca Mosque $1 trillion dollars,
and the Prince still has $776 Trillion left in a Swiss Bank the
same Bank Hitler used. NOW wouldn't this have made
8-5-14 U.S. Generals ("Would Have!!!) Made Your Junker Car
Feel Like a Fighter Jet. Your 1980 ElectricWindmillFord
Escort... Your 2014 ElectricWindmillFord Escort would Feel
and be as High Tech as a Fighter Jet!!
8-5-14 U.S. Generals in 1980 would have this Israeli High
Tech Brain Network Activity Machine, in 2014 we would all
have a "Memory Pill" total recall, Jews set this back since
1980 because they dream of killing everyone all 2 million in
Gaza and the US Generals when along with these Dreams...
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Gaza and the US Generals when along with these Dreams...
ElMindA (Herzliya, Israel) received FDA clearance for its
Brain Network Activity (BNA) Analysis System used to asses
patients’ brain function. The system consists of an
electroencephalograph (EEG) and software that does multilayer processing of brain signals recorded during
standardized cognitive tasks. The results are compared to
recordings gathered from healthy people and those with
known brain-related conditions in order to identify
potential disorders in new patients. Currently cleared for use
on people between 14 and 24 years of age, the system relies
on a database of over 7,000 previous EEG recordings,
hopefully helping to spot concussions, ADHD, and other
conditions common among older kids and young adults.
8-5-14 U.S. Generals in 1980 would have this Israeli High
Tech Brain Network Activity Machine up and running, you
can imagine how high tech it would be today! A loss that
demands a War Crimes Trial.

A Most Wanted Man Movie a lot more thrilling, YES!!! Greg
has to rate this movie Poor D grade did not pass Yale let
alone get into Yale Med School. Oh those who can't get into
Yale Med School go to MIT to make Drones + Iron Domes not
Iron Lungs... futuristic Iron Lungs... Talk about memory I
can see one in my vision now, frontal Lobe girl in 8th grade
I am visiting her home. Women's who kid I'm with makes
cans for American Can at the factory. 1 Trillion cans have
been made for sure. Futuristic American Can Company will
come with a iApp and H at -254 C in your can.
iPad with built in iPhone7s... Dash Dropcam Cops direct
traffic, you if you are the one cutting in and out of traffic...
School children typically are unaware of neuroscience as an
emerging field "that involves medicine, biology,
engineering, a whole range of disciplines that come
together," he says. "Increasing their sophistication and tools
in this discipline early will be a hallmark of the next
generation of brain scientists."
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Gravity of distracted drivers needs a personal trainer like a
cop on the end of Dropcam. School children typically are
unaware of neuroscience as an emerging field "that involves
medicine, biology, engineering, a whole range of disciplines
that come together," he says. "Increasing their sophistication
and tools in this discipline early will be a hallmark of the
next generation of brain scientists."
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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